
COAT FEATURES: 

 Front closure zipper with two
full length flaps secured by

hook & loop

 Lie down collar and inside

hanger loop

 Two semi-bellows cargo

pockets

 Adjustable cuff tabs

 Self material reinforced elbow

 Under arm gussets to improve reach and flexibility

 NFPA style trim pattern in 3” Scotchlite Triple Trim, Segmented Comfort

Trim or standard trim
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Technical Rescue 600 Series 

OPTIMAL PROTECTION AND COMFORT 

The Tech Rescue series is DUAL CERTIFIED 

to meet NFPA 1951 (Rescue and Recovery 

Operations) and NFPA 1999 (EMS Operations).  

The Tech Rescue 601 jacket and pant have a 

NOMEX® (tan, navy blue, black or royal blue) 

outer shell and the Tech Rescue 602 jacket and 

pant have a Agility™ (gold) outer shell.  Both 

have a CROSSTECH® S/R fabric 

moisture barrier to provide protection 

from chemicals and blood-borne pathogens. 

Ricochet's unique construction uses light-

weight yet durable fabrics to create comfort.  

The 600 series is designed with user 

feedback and includes underarm gussets and 

shaped sleeves for increased mobility. 

To achieve the proper fit, Ricochet provides 

an extensive array of sizing gear - No 

other company emphasizes the importance 

of a proper design and fit as much as 

Ricochet. 

PANT FEATURES: 

 Fully gusseted front zipper closure with

waist tab

 One semi-bellows cargo pocket, on
right, standard.  (Additional pockets

available)

 Self material reinforced seat

 Ara-shield® reinforced knees

 Gusseted leg zipper to fit over boots

 Waist adjustment options

PROUDLY MADE IN PHILADELPHIA, PA USA 

WEAR SOMETHING SAFER™ 

SAFETY 

PERFORMANCE 

COMFORT 



Ricochet provides outstanding features and offers special options for customizing technical rescue gear to your needs. Options for the 

600 series include a removable S/R moisture barrier liner, stow-away hood, custom pockets and positioning, removable name 

badges, Ara-shield® reinforcements, and reflective lettering.  Please contact a Ricochet representative for complete option 

information. 

Zip-in CROSSTECH® barrier, 

providing flexibility for the wearer 

based on conditions 

Hook & loop tabs and elastic 

sleeve cuffs 

Custom lettering, removable and hanging 

name badges 

Removable knee - self material or 

Kombat with Ara-shield® center 

Reinforced elbows - self material standard 

or optional Ara-shield® 

Ricochet’s gear pocket offered 

on sleeve or chest 

REFLECTIVE TRIM: 

Segmented 3M Scotchlite™ 
Comfort Trim provides increased 
flexibility and breathability in 
garments while reducing the 
potential for steam burns and Segmented or standard color 

options: lime yellow/silver or red 
orange/silver. 


